
 

brodiebrock12

And YET to date mid April 2024 not ONE person responsible for it ALL has remotely been held to account.

All the same players in ALL the same positions, and people still ask why it continues. Astonishing the

enabling and coddling. Its ALL just "allowed". Not ONE!
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Guillermou

The entire LNP/mRNA vaccine �eld is a fraud. It is a failed technology with a terrible side effect pro�le.

The entire �eld is now dependent on suppressing injuries and deaths from the COVID-19 mRNA vaccine,

which now number in the millions (5.3 million in WHO VigiAccess alone), so we are no longer trying with

scientists but with scammers. You have to read these articles from the MARKETING perspective. They are

trying to �nd “novel” ways to commercialize a failed technology and bring failed products to market. With

this HIV mRNA vaccine, the new marketing tricks are: “broadly neutralizing antibodies” and “priming,

grazing and polishing of multiple B cell lineages.” That 20% of vaccine victims suffer from rashes and

hives is considered an “inconvenience,” a “slow down,” a “bump in the road.” That's a big blow.

www.globalresearch.ca/hiv-mrna-vaccine-has-failed-phase-i-trials/58524..  (2024).--
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Guillermou

Humanity is facing an approach to life that is causing many deaths, suffering and damage. Top 7

reasons mRNA fake vaccines are much deadlier than any other jab ever manufactured and

administered -----1). mRNA jabs were never even approved by the FDA (even the “emergency use

authorization” was faked because there were other alternatives to �ghting Covid available). ------2)

They clog your vascular system with spike proteins, causing mass in�ammation (MIS). ------3) There is

no guarantee of when mRNA stops producing toxic spike prions. ------4) They trick your cells and alter

their natural function. ------5) Each jab and booster causes worsened auto-immune dysfunction and

less immunity against future infections. ------6) mRNA is an experiment and has never been proven

safe or effective. ------7) The jabs kill animals tested and human babies in the womb, and cause

infertility. vaccinedeaths.com/2023-04-18-7-reasons-mrna-covid-jabs-more-deadly.htm..
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juststeve

Gui, when so much is indicating the worst is yet to come from the �rst round of mRNA tech with the

explosion of Turbo Cancers, the formerly sector of the population with the best health dying of

unknown causes. Add in many concerns of autoimmune dis-eases possibly the result of the old

standard Vaxxx. Now launch a worldwide Con Job, Scam Artist push to throw gas on the �ames of

HIV. HIV, a disease crippling the Immune System in and of its own. HIV, like the Corona Virus, formerly

known as a common cold, mutates faster than the Conning Scamsters Speed of Science. It mutates

so fast the Immune System can't keep up and then collapses. Too consider mRNA a failed tech,

despite the Wall of Silence, the O�cial Proclamations of Safe and Effective, too much has been seen,

lived, suffered by too many. It seems more likely all these negatives are the desired effects and a Safe

and Effective way to accomplish a �endish agenda by those who view us as an unnecessary

population.
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Guillermou

Yes Just, our relationship with particular viruses can change as a consequence of our harmful actions

towards nature. As long as humans do not manipulate nature, like the Wuhan coronavirus, they poison

and pollute the air, soil and water, creating an imbalance between humanity and the virome, an

imbalance that can make us unbalanced with a particular virus. The innate immune system is the

initial and primary means by which our body interacts with a virus. The innate system helps the body

�nd genetic balance with each new viral update that comes its way.

The innate immune system functions at healthy boundaries in the human body, such as the physical

barriers between the gut and the bloodstream, or in the blood vessels that tightly regulate the

movement of ions, molecules and cells between the bloodstream and the brain. The adaptive immune

system is the secondary means by which our body interacts with viruses by generating a very speci�c

response to a virus by using the body's white blood cells, known as lymphocytes (B cells and T cells).

B cells are responsible for the release of antibodies into the bloodstream.

helping the body cleanse viruses and bacteria that are no longer needed. Meanwhile, T cells are

responsible for stimulating B cells to produce antibodies. Furthermore, permanent records maintained

by an innate immune system are passed on to successive generations of humans, who will therefore

never have an in�ammatory-inducing reaction to a particular virus. Even in the adaptive immune

system, B cells (the source of antibodies) and T cells (the stimulus for B cells) provide long-lasting

immunity.
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Cabochon

A long interview in which Oncologist Angus Dalgleish explains why he warned against mRNA injections

two years ago and what happened when he did. Book “The Death of Science” (Dalgleish and Goddard,

editors.) twitter.com/.../1781034789325177338
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rrealrose

Thanks for this link. Had listened to several interviews John Campbell posted. In the meantime, this

posted from Ian Brighthope last week: mRNA is a class one carcinogen: - -

ianbrighthope.substack.com/p/mrna-is-a-class-one-carcinogen?utm_source..  - - its a long post,

ending with Japanese study reports.
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Cabochon

Good one, rrealrose. Class one carcinogen, eh? What’s that doing in a “safe and effective” vaccine? We

don’t often hear from Japan about the effects of the injections, doubly worrying since the traditional

Japanese diet is understood to be one of the world’s healthiest. The body of evidence is growing by

the day and it seems disingenuous not to conclude that the mRNA shots are directly implicated

especially in the so called turbo-cancers. You may still come across some “doctors are ba�ed” type

reports. They can’t be very good doctors if they are still puzzling over the obvious! But like the UK MPs

who ignore the truth and don’t even attend the Commons when information is handed to them on a

plate, they are no doubt under pressure to conform to the o�cial narrative, or may have been offered a

knighthood or other incentive to keep their mouths shut.

youtu.be/onww2X-ecfg  dailysceptic.org/2023/01/06/top-cancer-expert-aggressive-cancers-appea..

 www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/01/cancer-cases-expected-hit-record-high..

 www.cancer.org/content/dam/cancer-org/research/cancer-facts-and-statis..

 original.newsbreak.com/@shin-561334/2782815572051-vaccine-safety-trans..

 thepeoplesvoice.tv/govt-insider-cancer-deaths-from-the-toxic-covid-jab..
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billstri

Since about 80% of the US population has received at least one dose of mRNA, when a new mRNA drug

comes out and is tested on humans, most of those volunteers will have had past exposure to an mRNA

injection. I bet that means a new mRNA is more likely to have high risk side effects in clinical trials on

humans. I think the new de�nition of safety since Covid vaccines were invented now allows the White

House to declare something safe and safety no longer requires repeatable proof if the White House wants

to declare something safe. White House de�nitions now supersede proven de�nitions. Any future vaccine

can be declared safe even when the evidence proves otherwise as long as the White House decides and

declares it to be safe and effective.

For example, we don't need to test Covid vaccines in infants because the White House has declared them

safe and effective for all ages. If the White House wants to declare all mRNA vaccines as safe, then

testing of a new mRNA vaccine no longer matters. Real Science requires thousands of repeatable tests

done all over the world that consistently give the same results and not just in a single vaccine factory. For

example, the long history of the Evolutionary process for life is not a scienti�c fact because it can't be

tested over and over again as testing requires millions of years for each test on uncontaminated planets,

but it is faith, just like the mRNA vaccines are currently faith based with full trust in our White House.

The state religion in the US is whatever the White House declares. Separation of religion from the state

guaranteed in our constitution only applies to Congress, not the White House. So it is the White House

that now de�nes our faith and the White House has now replaced God as the state de�ned religious faith

of this country. mRNA vaccines are part of that new brand of faith. It is easy to see this happening rapidly

over the past 20 years.
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Almond

This is an especially cruel deception for many people seeking medical help. It is not always a moral issue

as some people claim. There are many households living with family members who are HIV positive, for

example. We have a more serious public health problem than HIV or adverse vaxination effects. It is mind-

control. Some people can no longer recognize the truth even when evidence is presented to them. As

Mark Twain said, "It is easier to fool people than to convince them they have been fooled." Denial is strong.

The indoctrination, esp. of younger generations in schools has been very effective. Also, the older

generations that are propagandized sitting in front of their televisions. People have lost the ability of

critical thinking and creative problem-solving-ability. They have also lost any remnants of self-con�dence

that might have allowed them to stand alone when they know they are right. There is less need for self-

reliance because of social safety nets. Many people have discovered it is easier to go along to get along.
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vaxier01

What ba�es me is that they still managed to �nd anyone willing to participate in their trials.
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sue2613

I believe these vaccines were targeted for certain parts of the population. Many people did not receive the

same deadly vaccine, or they may have been created in the �rst place to target certain people.
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anthony.aaron47

Soanother 'vaccine' for -- what? As many serious medical researchers and practicing physicians have

stated for decades -- there is no such thing as a 'virus' it's a term that the medical community uses when it

simply doesn't know what it is. My grandfather was an automobile mechanic his whole career -- starting in

1914 -- and mechanics, he said, had a term for a problem that really had no name and was impossible of

de�nition -- they called it a 'gremlin'. 'Virus' = 'gremlin'
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Almond

Shocking example of propaganda. Undermining parents. brainwashing children. Mom denies son chance

to get vaccinated | WWYD  www.youtube.com/watch   This was 3 years ago. I wonder what the reaction

would be today?
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